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ABSTRACT 

Sharing heterogeneous data among distributed environments in a user-centric way represents today the 
main challenge for personalization. In recent years several techniques have been proposed to support 
user modeling for multi-application personalization. In this paper we describe G-Profile, our multi-
application user modeling system. G-Profile represents a way to address some open issues not 
sufficiently investigated in literature, as the opportunity for a multi-application profile to evolve over the 
time, together with the possibility to guarantee security and privacy in the diffusion of user information 
among applications. In particular, this paper focuses on user profile data modifications propagation, 
aiming to reduce the amount of incoherent information about the user over several applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, many different applications in different areas (digital libraries, search engines,  
e-learning, online databases, e-commerce, social networks, etc.) are concentrating on 
collecting information about users for service personalization. For this reason, different 
applications in different areas (or within the same area) organize user properties, preferences 
and assumptions based on the user state, in user profiles. Each application manages user 
information independently from others, based on a specific user model. 

Information collection can be (i) explicit: information is gathered by a direct intervention 
of the users themselves by filling some kind of predefined forms and/or (ii ) implicit: 
information is derived by studying users behavior while using services (tracing). 

When user profile management takes place in an isolated way at single-application level, 
we are in presence of mono-application scenarios. In such a case, data incoherence among 
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isolated user profiles is produced, due to several drawbacks strictly connected to mono-
application personalization: 

1. redundancy: considering the number of different applications where each user can be 
involved, (i) it represents a redundant process to the user to re-enter her information 
every time she begins with a new application and (ii ) the same data for the same user 
are repeated several times and fragmented over many different applications, leading to 
data redundancy and tedious update; 

2. lack of efficacy: due to the absence of collaboration between applications, data 
connected to a certain user remain private to each application. Even if a sufficient 
amount of data (or useful data) for the user herself has been already collected by other 
applications, the user will not take advantage of it in the application she is currently 
using; 

3. lack of experience: as the user can not take advantage of her information scattered 
across different applications, in the same way she can not profit of the experience 
already accumulated by other users, in the same or different applications; 

4. lack of control: users have little or no control over the information defining their 
profiles, in particular over personalization and sharing, since their data are deeply 
buried in personalization engines. No accessibility protocols are given to users in 
order to manage their data. 

This paper introduces G-Profile: our multi-application user modeling system [38]. Our 
purpose is to give a solution to drawbacks connected to mono-application environments, 
specifically: 

• the possibility and the manner for user profile information to evolve in a multi-
application context by user data propagation; 

• the possibility to control security and privacy by applications and users over personal 
data in the diffusion of user information among applications. 

We describe, in particular, the way our model addresses the first item. We evaluate it by 
monitoring the coherence of user profile information over the applications managing her 
profiles. 

1.1 Scenario 

In this section we illustrate a concrete scenario where our multi-application user modeling 
system could be used to solve drawbacks connected to mono-application environments. Let us 
take as an example the domain of virtual marketplaces. Each of the following cases is directly 
referred to the corresponding drawback. 

1. A user subscribes several marketplaces collaborating between them via the multi-
application user modeling system. This way the user has the possibility to type her 
data as gender, date of birth, address, only once in the first marketplace she 
subscribes. 

2. A user changes her address on her user profile on the marketplace A. The new zip 
code changes from xxxx1 to xxxx2. The same user has a profile on the marketplace B. 
On the marketplace B, the zip code for the user is still xxxx1. The marketplace B is 
currently promoting a discount for all the clients having xxxx2 as a zip code. Via the 
multi-application user modeling system, it would be possible for the user to take 
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advantage of the promotion as the new zip code value would have been propagated 
automatically. 

3. A user α, having a profile on a marketplace A, has some friends �, �, … , � using the 
same or different marketplaces collaborating between them via the multi-application 
user modeling system. If �, �, … , � have favorite items, if they decide to share their 
favorite items with α, and if the marketplaces permit the sharing of this kind of data, 
the favorite items of α’s friends can be accessible by α. 

4. Users �, �, �, … , � are friends and use different marketplaces. These marketplaces 
collaborate between them via the multi-application user modeling system, but only for 
not-competing purposes. So, even if it could be interesting for users to share their 
favorite items, the different marketplaces can decide not to permit the sharing of 
certain kind of items that could advantage their competitors (the same items provided 
by a competitor for example). Even in the case of two collaborative marketplaces 
leaving open to users the possibility to share all their bought item list with friends, 
each user has always the possibility to restrict the access of this information to 
particular users. Moreover, the access to the bought item list of � can be restricted 
differently for � on various marketplaces where � is registered, based on the 
established collaboration between marketplaces and users. 

Cases 1 and 2 refer essentially to situations of collaborating applications; in cases 3 and 4, 
also users’ explicit choices are taken into account. In this paper, we describe how G-Profile 
operates in the first two cases. 

Therefore, the rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide a short 
survey on current research in the field of personalization in multi-application environments. In 
Section 3 we describe our approach: we introduce the general idea and the formalization of 
our model. We explain the concept of “collaboration” among applications via G-Profile and 
the way user data are propagated. In Section 4 we evaluate the advantages of our technique 
connected to user data coherence. Finally, in Section 5 we present the main directions for 
future research and the conclusions. 

2. BACKGROUND IN PERSONALIZATION 

Efforts in mono-application personalization date back to the end of 1970’s. Kobsa in his 
survey on Generic User Modeling Systems (GUMS) [24] describes several approaches applied 
in academic and commercial applications until the beginning of the 2000’s. 

The problem of personalization is addressed today in a scenario where distributed software 
environments are no longer static stand-alone applications, but dynamic integrative 
environments that configure themselves according to the individual needs of the user, the 
context of use, and the platform requirements. User modeling [24, 36] plays a crucial role in 
this kind of scenario and represents the basis for multi-application (cross-system) 
personalization [30]. 

In order to comprehensively integrate user information across different systems, one of the 
main challenges for user modeling is (represented by) guaranteeing interoperability of 
personalization approaches [9, 6]. Applied to user modeling, interoperability can be seen as 
“the ability to access and interpret information derived from multiple heterogeneous sources 
and to integrate this information into a user model of proper granularity” [36, 9]. Two main 
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types of interoperability emerge from literature: (i) syntactic interoperability, as the ability for 
two or more systems of communicating and exchanging data, overtaking differences between 
information systems at the application level and (ii ) semantic interoperability, it overcomes 
differences between information systems at the knowledge level, “creating a semantically 
compatible information environment based on the agreed concepts between different (…) 
entities” [31]. 

2.1 Related Work 

From literature, we outline two major approaches for user modeling interoperability in a 
multi-application scenario: (i) standardization-based user modeling, based on a top-down 
vision, defining some a priori – often centralized – standard whom all the involved 
applications have to comply; (ii ) mediation-based user modeling (the term ‘mediation’ has 
been introduced by Berkovsky et al. in [5]), behaving in a bottom-up way, operating a sort of 
reconciliation between different user model representations. It deals with transferring user 
modeling data from one representation to another, in the same domain, or across domains. 

2.1.1 Standardization-based User Modeling 

Standardization-based user modeling techniques are based on the definition of standard 
ontologies and/or unified (general) user models which can be used with multiple systems. 
Standardization-based user modeling is therefore focused on the reusability of the user model 
itself. 

Standard Ontologies   First attempts to propose standard ontologies for user modeling 
were by Chen & Mizoguchi [11] and Kay [23] at the end of the 1990’s. The first approach 
used ontologies for learner modeling and the second one motivated ontology-based reusable 
and understandable modeling of students. These approaches presented difficulties in the 
construction of the initial ontology and were applied to specific domains. The work of 
Razmerita et al. [34] has been the first to introduce the notion of generic ontology-based user 
model. Authors presented here OntobUM, a generic ontology-based user modeling 
architecture integrating three ontologies: one for the users, another one defining the relations 

between the applications (the domain ontology) and the last one (the log ontology) 
defining the user-application interaction semantics. Dolog & Schäfer have proposed in [12] a 
framework providing a common base for the exchange of learner profiles between several 
sources, based on standards for learner modeling. A domain ontology and a learner ontology 
are used for sharing learner models. By the use of web service technologies, user models can 
be exchanged between different services by means of Java APIs. An extensive approach for 
ontology-based representation of user models has been proposed by Heckmann et al. by 
introducing GUMO [22], a General User Modeling Ontology for the uniform interpretation of 
distributed user models in intelligent Semantic Web enhanced environments. In order to 
address the problem of the uniform interpretation of decentralized user models, a new 
architecture employing UserML [20] (an XML-based user modeling mark-up language) and 
GUMO was presented in [21]. To date, GUMO seems to be the most comprehensive user 
modeling ontology proposed. Such ontology may be represented by modern Semantic Web 
languages, easing this way the user model exchange between different applications. 

Unified User Models   Concerning the construction of unified user models, Amato & 
Straccia have presented in [2] a quite abstract user profile model and discussed what 
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information should be represented in a user profile, with particular reference to digital 
libraries. Niederée et al. have introduced in [30] their Unified User Context Model (UUCM), a 
centralized and extensible multidimensional user model for aggregating the partial user 
models collected by individual personalization systems. The UUCM approach is based on a 
Context Passport, able to extract and integrate the required user information from user models 
via a Cross-System Communication Protocol (CSCP). Each personalization system has to 
build upon its user model the UUCM structure. In [29], the same authors have suggested the 
use of ontologies for the standardization of user models and for easing information exchange 
between applications. For existing personalization systems, it is necessary to share common 
vocabularies and ontologies and to support the CSCP protocol. In the effort of describing how 
the identity of a person can be represented in different domains and what are the processes 
used for dealing and manipulating it, the Future of Identity in the Information Society (FIDIS) 
has published a technical report [16] whose aim was to present different models of 
representation (categories of attributes or data schema) of a person across different application 
domains. To the same purpose, the European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) 
has published the guidelines on personalization and user profile management [13]. In this 
work the issue of how users can be provided with an integrated approach to their profiles was 
discussed. Over the years the same institution has worked on the development of a 
standardization-based architectural framework for user profile management. The approach 
proposed in [32] explains a solution for context sensitive automatic activation of user profiles, 
while still providing the user with the option to activate profiles manually. 

2.1.2 Mediation-based User Modeling 

Over the years, due to the great deal of syntactical and structural differences between existing 
user modeling systems, it has become clear that developing a commonly accepted full 
ontology of a domain, or envisaging all possible purposes for user modeling in all possible 
contexts, do not represent feasible solutions for cross-system personalization. 

Mediation   A possible solution consists therefore in using mediation-based techniques, 
mapping different user model representations by the use of suitable mapping rules and/or 
meta-models. Berkovsky et al. in [5] gives a formal definition for mediation of user models as 
“a process of importing the user modeling data collected by other (remote) (…) systems, 
integrating them and generating an integrated user model for a specific goal within a specific 
context”. It is the same author that in [4] better explains this definition: integration refers to 
the set of techniques aimed at resolving inconsistencies and heterogeneities among data; 
mediation enriches in a context-aware way existing user models in a given system by collected 
data obtained from remote systems. First attempts in this direction were done using multi-
agent technology at the end of 1990’s [18, 3, 7] with the introduction of decentralized user 
modeling, especially in the field of ubiquitous computing [19]. In a distributed multi-agent 
based software environment, the traditional centralized user model (centralized user modeling 
servers [14] were initially proposed to support adaptation in networked applications: the 
representation of the user model followed a particular centralized schema which was known in 
advance to the applications.) ceases to exist and it is replaced by user model fragments, 
developed by the various software agents populating the environment. The challenge in such a 
scenario is to go through active user modeling [27]: the integration of the large number of 
available inconsistent user model fragments for personalized service delivery. In such a 
scenario, it becomes fundamental for each approach to identify which are the suitable 
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matching/mapping techniques for the integration of the user model fragments in order to 
provide a sort of on demand user modeling. 

Mediation Techniques   A specific demonstration of a multi-agent based user modeling 
process is given in the work of Vassileva et al. [37]. In this approach, user modeling is viewed 
as a computing process over four dimensions: subjects, objects, purposes and resources. Even 
if it is not necessary to establish and maintain an isolated, centralized user modeling server, 
the proposed mapping technique (matchmaking) – where a variety of agents keep track of user 
models and map help requests to possible service providers – is based on a given domain 
taxonomy (or on a “catalogue of purposes for user modeling” as they stated in their later 
works). Another approach for matching user profiles has been proposed by Calì et al. in [8]. 
Authors describe an algorithm based on a description logic based language, for matching 
demands and supplies of profiles, taking into account incompleteness of profiles and 
incompatibility between demand and supply. The matching process is modeled as a special 
reasoning service about profiles. This approach is seemingly suitable for situations where user 
models operates in the same context. van der Sluijs & Houben in [35] present their Generic 
User model Component (GUC): different applications have to subscribe to a GUC in order to 
upload user data. This is possible via a schema describing the data structure of the user models 
for different applications. Data exchange between applications is guaranteed via some schema 

mapping based on data reconciliation rules. Authors suggest the possibility to use 
different matching and merging techniques to map input schemas and create a merged schema 
as the union of the input schemas. They also propose to construct combined ontologies of the 
application schemas. SUM is a multi-agent Smart User Model proposed by Gonzalez et al. in 
[17]. Each application generates several context-based user models, one for each context. 
Graph-based relationships are used to map the context-dependent user models with the SUM. 
In the approach proposed by Lorenz in [26, 25] a flexible representation of a user is obtained 
by assembling the knowledge of all the agents reachable in the current context. The basic 
underlying cooperation-approach between agents is based on an information-exchange 
protocol. However, neither the sharing policy nor the conversion mechanisms between various 
user models is practically defined, so the aim of these works remain essentially to provide a 
well-defined conceptual basis. Mehta & Nejdl, in [28] present a methodology based on 
machine learning techniques for automatically mapping profiles. The use of the same 
techniques in addition to data mining techniques to enhance the mediation process is 
suggested by Berkovsky et al. in [5], while in [4] the same authors suggest the integration 
between mediation-based techniques and standardization of user modeling based on Semantic 
Web technologies (WordNet [33], GUMO and UserML). The use of semantics is proposed 
also in [10, 9]. In the first work is presented a tag-based user model exchange approach based 

on the idea to give to different systems the possibility to exchange information connected 
to ‘tag-enriched’ user profiles. The second approach focuses more on the task of identification 
of the users exchanging data among systems, as a pre-condition for user knowledge exchange 
and user data integration. 
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In order to give to the user profile the possibility to reflect data changes happened in the 
whole system, we define some abstract mapping functions, based on the generic concept of 
mapping between user data among applications (once the generic mapping established via our 
protocol, it is possible to use semi-automatic assistants for the generation of concrete 
mappings, able to act either on structure-based or content-based collaborative user profiles. 
This aspect is out of the scope of this paper). We define the possibility to establish a mapping 
only between information that applications and users want effectively share among them. 

To do this, each application is able to express its user model in conformity with a proposed 
accessibility meta-classification of the user profile information. This accessibility meta-
classification defines two accessibility degrees given by each application: private data and 
protected data. Mappings at this level can be established only between protected data. At user 
level, this category can be managed by users themselves and yet again divided into private and 
public data according to the user preferences. Consequently, the data accessibility degree can 
change depending on the application and/or the other users the current user is dealing with. 

Therefore, an application is G-Profile-aware if it provides a suitable application 
programming interface (API) to access both its user profile attributes and a set of mapping 
functions for these attributes to be used in accessibility-based mappings assisted by G-Profile. 

G-Profile is responsible for the control of mapping establishment and user data 
propagation. It is in charge of data transmission and security and privacy issues. In this paper, 
we are interested in particular in its role in guaranteeing correct user profile data modifications 
propagation. For this reason, the formalization we provide in the following section concerns 
the evolutivity part of our technique, disregarding security and privacy aspects. 

3.2 User Profile Formalization 

Let AAAA be a set of applications in a multi-application environment. Formally, 

AAAA	 = 	 



��, �, … , ������ 
Each application �� ��	 ∈ 
1, … , ��� manages a set ���  user attributes. Formally, 

��� = ����� , ��� , … , ����
�� � 

where ��� is the total number of attributes for the application ��. 
We assume that, for each user  ! using the application ��, each attribute �" #$ ∈

%1, … ,���&' has a value (" associated, forming the user profile element as a couple (attribute, 
value). Formally 
 )"��,*+ = 〈�"�� , ("〉 (1) 

Consequently, we define the user profile .��,*+ for each user  ! in the application �� as 

.��,*+ = %)"��,*+& 
for $ = 1,… ,���. 
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3.3 Data Mapping Formalization 

According to [15], the data mapping problem consists in discovering effective mappings 
between structured representations of data. In general, given a set of source objects / =
0�, 0, … , 01� and a target object 2, if the elements of / can be related through some relation 
to 2 (/ → 2), we indicate this relation as � and we call it mapping function, acting on the 
couple 〈/, 2〉. Formally, 

/ �→ 2 or, simply �: / → 2 
Several source sets /�, /, … , /5 can be related with several target objects 2�, 2, … , 26 via 

different mapping functions ��, �, … ,�7. Formally 

8	 = 	 
/�, /, … , /5�, 9	 = 	 
2�, 2, … , 26� and :	 = 	 
��, �, … ,�7� 
Therefore, a mapping ; is the triple 

 ;	 = 	 〈8, 9,:〉 (2) 

3.3.1 Mapping between Applications 

In our system, where data in each application ��, � ∈ 
1, … , ��, are organized differently 
depending on the adopted user model, the attributes of each application �� can be permuted in 

several source sets /<��, 1 ≤ > ≤ 2@A��@, each /<�� belonging to the source set 8�� . Formally 

8�� = �/<��|>: 1, … , 2@A��@� and /<�� = �0��� , 0�� , … , 01���� � 
where 2�� is the total number of source objects for the set /<�� belonging to the application ��, 
0��� , 0�� , … , 01���� ∈ ���  and /<�� ⊆ ���. 

In the same way, each attribute of the application �� can be a target object belonging to the 
target set 9��  of the application ��, such that 

9�� = �2��� , 2�� , … , 26���� � 
where (�� is the total number of target objects for the set 9�� belonging to the application ��, 
2��� , 2�� , … , 26���� ∈ ��� and 9�� ⊆ ���. 

From (2) we define a mapping ;��,�D between two applications �� and �E, � ∈ 
1,… , ��, 
F ∈ 
1, … , ��, � ≠ F, as the triple 

 ;��,�D = 〈8�� , 9�D , :��,�D〉 (3) 

where 

:��,�D = ��"
��,�D� 

and �"
��,�D is a mapping function between two applications associating to each source set /<�� a 

target element in 9�D. Formally 

 �"
��,�D:	/<�� → 2H�D (4) 
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We notice that the number $ of mapping functions is equal to the number of target objects 
of 9�D, i.e., $ = 1,… , I9�DI. Formally 

I:��,�DI = I9�DI 
3.3.2 Building a Mapping Graph 

Let us indicate with J the set of all the mappings ;��,�D, � ∈ 
1, … , ��, F ∈ 
1, … , ��, � ≠ F. 
Formally 

J = %;��,�D|� ∈ 
1, … , ��, F ∈ 
1, … , ��, � ≠ F& 
It is possible to define a graph K as a combination L of all the mappings in our 

environment. Formally K = L�J� 
The combination L corresponds to the Algorithm 1 described later. More specifically, we 

define our graph as a pair K = �M, N� composed of (i) a set M of nodes, (ii ) a set N of directed 
edges. Our graph is therefore a directed graph. 

We define two possible kinds of node: attribute nodes: �_�22 and function nodes: �_P �. 
Formally M	 = 	M�_Q11 ∪ M�_S*� 

In particular, we represent the elements of /<�� and 2H�D as �_�22 nodes, while the elements 

�"
��,�D are represented as �_P � nodes. Formally 

/<�� ∈ M�_Q11, 2H�D ∈ M�_Q11, �"
��,�D ∈ M�_S*� 

We also define a function �TU)9VW): M → 
�_�22, �_P �� that retrieves the type of a 
certain node. 

In the same way we define a function �WW>�X�2�T�: M�_Q11 → Y retrieving, for a certain 
attribute node, the application it belongs to. 

We represent an edge between two nodes �� and � as ���, �� ∈ N. 

Remarks: 
• ∀���, �� ∈ N ⟹ �TU)9VW)���� ≠ �TU)9VW)��� 
• if ���, �� ∈ N, ��, �\� ∈ N and �TU)9VW)��� = �_P � ⟹ �WW>�X�2�T����� ≠�WW>�X�2�T���\� 
In order to construct this graph, we define the following algorithm. 

Algorithm 1.  Construction of the graph K from the set of existing mappings 

Input:  All the mappings ;��,�D ∈ J 
Output:  K 
1: K = ∅ 
2: for all  ;��,�D ∈ J do 

3: for all  �"
��,�D ∈ ;��,�D do 

4:  add �"
��,�D to M 

5:  for all  0̂�� ∈ /<�� do 
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6:   if 0̂�� ∉ M then 

7:    add 0̂�� to M 
8:   end if 

9:   add ̀ 0̂�� , �"
��,�Da to N 

10:  end for 

11:  if  2H�D ∉ M then 

12:   add 2H�D to M 
13:  end if 

14:  add ̀�"
��,�D , 2H�Da to N 

15: end for 
16: end for 

3.3.3 Active Mapping 

Let us consider two applications �� and �E, � ≠ F, connected via a mapping ;��,�D. Let us 

suppose that a modification m occurs on the value (" of an element )"��,*+ = 〈�"�� , ("〉. In this 

scenario, the element )"��,*+ is represented by the source object 0̂�� ∈ /<��, where /<�� is 

connected via a mapping function �"
��,�D to an element 2H�D. For this reason, for abuse of 

terminology, in the rest of this section we will say that a modification occurs on 0̂��. 
It is our idea that the modification on 0̂�� will be propagated – via G-Profile – to 2H�D only if 

certain conditions imposed by the application �E hold. To do this, every time a modification 

takes place on 0̂��, a set 

�A�bc�� = d���e, ���1 , ����bc
�� , ���bc

�� , … , ����fc
bc�� g 

of propagation attributes, connected to 0̂�� , is transmitted to G-Profile. This set contains 
always the identification of the application �� at the origin of the modification. This 
information is detained by the attribute denoted as ���e, that we will call origin of the 
modification. In the same way, the set always contains the absolute modification time 
attribute, denoted as ���1. It represents the instant (in absolute terms) wherein the original 
modification occurs. 

Each application �E defines, for each of its target elements 2H�D, a set 

�K�1i�D = d�j��1i
�D , �j�1i

�D , … , �j��ki
1i
�Dg 

of propagation conditions. Each propagation condition �j��ki
1i
�D

 is a boolean predicate which 

can be based on the set �A�bc��  or directly on �E’s protocols. 

Example 1. A modification takes place from the application �� on a source object 0��l ∈ /��l. 
The ‘origin of the modification’ attribute ���e = �� is passed to G-Profile. The target 
application �  can decide to evaluate two conditions in order to accept the propagation of the 
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modification. The first condition �j��1l
�m

 is a boolean predicate based on the attribute ���e, i.e., 

�j��1l
�m

= distance in K from ���e ≤ 2 nodes. The second condition �j�1l
�m

 is independent from 
the propagation attribute passed from �� to G-Profile. It is a boolean predicate of the form 

�j�1l
�m

 = time past between subsequent modifications ≤ 2ms. 

This way, we can define a boolean function that we will call mapping activation function P 

acting on �j��1i
�D , �j�1i

�D , … , �j��ki
1i
�D

, formally 

P n�K�1i�Do = P p�j��1i
�D , �j�1i

�D , … , �j��ki
1i
�Dq → 
0,1� 

enabling the propagation of a change on 0̂�� to 2H�D using �"
��,�D if  

P p�j��1i
�D , �j�1i

�D , … , �j��ki
1i
�Dq = 1 

Procedure 
• A modification occurs on 0̂�� ∈ /<��; 
• G-Profile is notified that 0̂�� has been modified and it gets the new value associated to 

0̂��, together with the propagation attributes; 

• G-Profile verifies the mapping function established on 0̂��  and finds the corresponding 

2H�D; 
• G-Profile asks the application �� for complementary data if the target object 2H�D is 

involved in a matching function needing additional data; 
• once all the needed source data are available, G-Profile sends to the application �E: (i) 

the modification on 0̂��, (ii ) possible additional data necessary to the mapping function 

involving 0̂��  and 2H�D, (iii ) the list of propagation attributes given by the source 
application ��; 

• once the application �E receives this information from G-Profile, �E will use them in 
order to evaluate the conditions that will effectively permit to propagate the 

modification on 0̂�� to 2H�D. 
3.3.4 Recursive Active Mapping 

As we have seen before, a modification can be propagated between two applications: from �� 
to �E if they are connected via a mapping ;��,�D. But the target element 2H�D ∈ �E can, in turn, 

be the source object 0̂�D ∈ /<�D of a mapping function ��D,�Ds , F ≠ F′, connecting /<�D to 

2H�Ds ∈ �Es, and so on. A modification occurred on �� can, this way, propagate between several 
applications �E, �Es , �Ess , … , �Es⋯s. In this kind of scenario, two aspects need particular 
attention, notably (i) cycles and (ii ) parallelism. 
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turn, mapped back to 
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Having established that 
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rst aspect, how to prevent cyclical data propagation in the
) symmetrical or (ii ) cyclical mappings? (E.g., (i) �� is mapped to 

turn, mapped back to ��; (ii ) �� is mapped to �E, �E is mapped to �" and 
or to �E). 

Having established that ���e is a mandatory attribute to propagate with
itself, we automatically prevent this kind of situation. The origin of the modi
change during the recursive propagation. It contains always the application that started the 

. For this reason, between the propagation conditions, we introduce the 
of a condition �j�e that checks the value of the ���e attribute. This

we automatically stop the propagation when the target application has, as ���
value detained by the source application (���e = �� in the case of our example).

Concerning the second aspect, problems are connected to a correct modification ordering
How to prevent, for example, that two modifications originating from two di
objects occur simultaneously on the same target object? For each modification, we de

propagation sequence starting when the original modification takes place and 

rst target application for which P p�j��1i
�D , �j�1i

�D , … , �j��ki
1i
�D

to have two modifications on the same target object in the same time.
In addition to this, let us consider the following scenario. Let us suppose that

" are mapped to an application �E . Is it possible to

cation (acting on 0^s��, propagating to 2H�D), occurred at the time 2 v 1, be replaced at the 

fication (acting on 0^ss�� , propagating to 2H�D) occurred at time 

erences in path length between source and target applications (Figure 2). 
the ���1 attribute as mandatory in our propagation attribute set, permits to

synchronize data propagation avoiding drawbacks connected to parallelism. 

Figure 2. Data propagation drawbacks connected to parallelism. 

A Concrete Example 

In this Section we briefly illustrate an example clarifying the use of G-Pro
application environment. Let us consider the following four applications: �� 

= Amazon and �x = eBay. Each application detains speci
have extracted for each application the most significant ones). 

We developed a test environment to illustrate how applications can establish
between them. We assume that, for each application, some possible mapping functions 
associated to data are already registered in G-Profile. For each couple of applications
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� ≠ F, their administrators gain access to �� and �E in order to concretely relate a source set in 
�� to a target object in �E via a specific chosen mapping function. 

Figure 3 illustrates the example of the choice of the mapping function U�y)X2zTWV 
(between a list of predefined mapping functions) relating the attributes {�y2ℎU�V ∈ �� 
(Facebook) and {�y2ℎ_U�2) ∈ � (Windows Live). It is possible, depending on the involved 
attributes, to choose other kinds of mapping functions, acting differently depending on the 
structural and semantical properties of the attributes themselves (e.g., the mapping function �WW)�U between the attributes )�W>TV)y and XT�W��V). 

 

Figure 3. Choice of the U�y)X2zTWV mapping function between �� and �. 

Figure 4 better explains the possibility to choose different mapping functions between 
different attributes. It shows the result of the application of our technique in the definition of 
mappings between the four applications in the current example. As we can see, applications in 
the graph are connected via mapping functions. Each mapping function is denoted by the 
name of the target application detaining it, followed by the name of the target attribute 
involved in the mapping and by the name of the mapping function acting on the attribute. E.g., �:�}~�: P�y02	���): XT�X�2 and �:�}~�: >�02	���): XT�X�2 for the mapping functions 
connecting the attribute �:�}~�: P >>_���) with the attributes ��zN�~~�: P�y02_���) 
and ��zN�~~�: >�02_���). 
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Figure 4. The graph representation of mappings between applications. 

Once obtained the mapping functions graph, it is possible to propagate modifications on 
user data among applications. Due to the importance of this aspect in our technique, more 
detailed examples will be given in the next section, also providing the evaluation of our work. 

4. EVALUATION 

In this section we describe the prototype we have implemented and the obtained results. We 
evaluate the advantages of using G-Profile in user data propagation in terms of number of 
incoherencies generated by user data changes in a multi-application environment. Each 
modification of an attribute produces, over the time, possible incoherencies in user data 
belonging to other applications referring to the modified user data. As we have explained at 
the beginning of the paper, each user manages different user profiles in different applications 
and she usually manually modifies the same data in different applications. Before the user has 
updated all her data, they remain inconsistent for a certain period of time. We demonstrate 
that, given the same period of time, the use of G-Profile leads to a smaller number of 
incoherencies in the environment. A modification generated on a user data on an application is 
automatically propagated to the “connected” user data managed by other applications. 

4.1 Mapping Graph Generation 

For the mapping graph generation phase, our prototype is based on the definition of 
applications, attributes and mappings between them. Our API has been developed in Java and 
the generation of these objects has been done automatically. We leave open the possibility to 
act on �WW>�X�2�T�zT �2: the number of applications in the system and, for each application: 

• ����22y�{ 2)zT �2: the minimum number of attributes; 
• ����22y�{ 2)zT �2: the maximum number of attributes; 
• ���9�y�)2�22y�{ 2)zT �2: the minimum number of target attributes; 
• ���9�y�)2�22y�{ 2)zT �2: the maximum number of target attributes; 
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• ����WW9T:�W��2ℎzT �2: the minimum number of applications to map with; 
• ����WW9T:�W��2ℎzT �2: the maximum number of applications to map with. 

This way, each application manages a different number of attributes. Furthermore, each 
application establishes mappings with a different number of applications and a different 
number of attributes is mapped depending on the specific application. 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider for the moment only 1:1 mappings. A mapping is 
established between two attributes belonging to two different applications. We suppose that 
mappings are possible only between semantically related data (e.g., a “postal code” in an 
application can be mapped to the “zip code” in another one). 

We represent our attributes as vertexes of a graph, as illustrated in Section 3.3.2. We 
indicate each vertex with the letter M, followed by the attribute progressive identification 
number and the �� of the application detaining it (e.g., the second attribute of the application 
1, will be denoted as M2�1�). 

A mapping between two attributes is established via a mapping function, represented as a 
function node in the graph. Each function node is denoted by the letters �� followed by a 
progressive �� assigned by the system. 

Figure 5 illustrates the graph obtained with the following parameters: �WW>�X�2�T�- zT �2: 10, ����22y�{ 2)zT �2: 5, ����22y�{ 2)zT �2: 10, ���9�y�)2�22y�{ 2)zT �2 : 3, ���9�y�)2�22y�{ 2)zT �2: 6, ����WW9T:�W��2ℎzT �2: 3, ����WW9T:�W��2ℎ- zT �2: 6. 

 

Figure 5. Mapping graph. The diameters of the grouped nodes represents the cardinality of the groups. 
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For the sake of legibility, vertexes and function nodes have been regrouped based on 
applications. Only the attributes belonging to applications 1 and 9, and the mapping functions 
belonging to the application 9 have been expanded. 

4.2 Data Propagation Evaluation 

Once the mapping graph has been generated, we effectively evaluate the impact of data 
propagation in a multi-application system. Our evaluation is based on the concept of 
modifications occurring each period of time on certain attributes in the system in a given 
discrete time. For the sake of simplicity, user data anonymization has been e 
effectuated. Not considering the presence of users does not affect, for the specific 
implementation, the results of the evaluation. 

G-Profile and non-G-Profile Simulated Behavior   More specifically, we simulate G-
Profile and a non-G-Profile behaviors over a set of applications. In both cases random attribute 
node modifications occur over a given time. We suppose that the attributes that are directly or 
indirectly mapped, according to G-Profile, with modified ones become incoherent. In the case 
of the G-Profile-aware simulation, at each cycle we propagate the modifications to the directly 

mapped attributes making them coherent. If no mapping among attributes is provided (i.e., 
the non-G-Profile-aware simulation), we set random updates of the incoherent nodes, 
representing the manual change of these attributes over the time. The parameters we can act on 
are: 

• �TU�P�X�2�T�zT �2: the number of modifications taking place each modification 
time period; 

• ��2)y:TUzVX>)zT �2: the duration of the modification time period in terms of cycles 
(each modification time period can last one or more cycles); 

• 2��)/2��WzT �2: the duration of the simulation. 

4.2.1 Tuning Parameters 

Poisson Distribution In order to be more realistic, the number of modifications can be 

updated at each modification time period following a Poisson distribution: P�$, �� = �����
"!  . 

We can act on the WT�00T�:)�� parameter representing the � property of the distribution. 
This way, we represents the fact that the number of modifications in a system varies in 
intensity during the time. 

Even the duration of the modification time period can be updated after each modification 
time period following a Poisson distribution. The involved parameter is called XVX>)�T�00T�:)��. In this case, we represent the fact that the frequency of modifications 
varies in intensity during the time. 
Zipf’s Law    Within the chosen number of modifications in a given modification time period, 
it is possible to choose the attributes to modify in a non-random way, accordingly to the Zipf’s 
law. In probability theory and statistics, it refers to a class of discrete probability distributions. 
The Zipf’s law assigns, over of a population of � elements, a probability proportional to 1/yb 
(0 being the exponent characterizing the distribution) to elements of rank y ≤ � and zero 
otherwise, with normalization factor �� = ∑ 1/yb�5�� , the �-th harmonic number. Formally, 

P�y; 0, �� = �/5f
∑ �/5f���l . This law is used to describe phenomena where large events are rare, but 

small ones quite common. In our evaluation, we use Zipf’s law to describe the fact that a large 
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number of attributes nodes is modified only occasionally whilst few attribute nodes are 
modified frequently [1]. We can act on the ��WP/$)� parameter, corresponding to the 0 value. 

4.2.2 Setting Parameters 

Concerning the generation of the mapping graph, our evaluation in terms of incoherencies is 
based on the following parameters: �WW>�X�2�T�zT �2: 500, ����22y�{ 2)zT �2: 10, ����22y�{ 2)zT �2: 20, ���9�y�)2�22y�{ 2)zT �2: 8, ���9�y�)2�22y�{ 2)zT �2: 12, ����WW9T:�W��2ℎzT �2: 10, ����WW9T:�W��2ℎzT �2: 20. 

Concerning the propagation phase, parameters are set as follows: �TU�P�X�2�T�- zT �2: 10, ��2)y:TUzVX>)zT �2: 5, 2��)/2��WzT �2: 100. 
Figure 6 shows the positive effects of the use of G-Profile in the lowering of the number of 

potential incoherencies in a multi-application environment due to modifications in user 
profiles over a period of time. In particular, in (a) we show the effects of G-Profile with WT�00T�:)�� = 10.0 and ��WP/$)� = 0.5. In (b) we set a higher duration for the 
modification time period: ��2)y:TUzVX>)zT �2 = 10. In (c) we vary the duration of each 
modification time period setting XVX>)�T�00T�:)�� = 10. Figure 6 (d) shows the 
superposition of the previous ones. 

 

Figure 6. Data propagation effects with and without G-Profile. 

In all the configurations, emerges that using G-Profile lead to a quasi-complete 
incoherence zeroing depending on the ��2)y:TUzVX>)zT �2 value chosen. A bigger value 
allows to have a lower value of incoherencies and vice versa. 

In particular, independently from the chosen duration of the modification time period, G-
Profile shows, applied to the specific simulation, a number i of incoherencies always 0<i<700, 
while in non-G-Profile environment, the number of incoherencies is continuously growing. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

In recent years, several approaches have been proposed in different fields to solve the problem 
of multi-application personalization. The focus is gradually shifted from the model itself to the 
process of modeling. Due to the great deal of syntactical and structural differences between 
existing user modeling systems, developing a commonly accepted full ontology of a domain, 
or envisaging all possible purposes for user modeling in all possible contexts, definitely do not 
represent feasible solutions for multi-application personalization. 

G-Profile aims to be a flexible multi-application user modeling system, able to address 
typical problems of collaborative distributed environments and in particular to guarantee 
evolutivity and security and privacy issues in multi-application personalization, aspects that 
have not been sufficiently considered up to now. 

In this paper we have illustrated our technique, with particular reference to the process of 
user profile data propagation. We have shown that our technique leads to improve the 
efficiency in the management of user profiles, by lowering the number of incoherencies of 
user data in multi-application environments. 

Our aim for the future is to complete our work by improving our prototype application in 
order to provide a complete evaluation or our work (taking into account cost models, based on 
different kinds of data incoherencies); taking into account the user in the different phases of 
mapping establishment, data propagation, evaluation; introducing the formalization and the 
methodology for taking into account security and privacy issues and users’ expectations. 
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